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Higgs and Top 

“Higgs Boson” “Top Quark”

Yukawa Coupling

Special role for the top 
quark in electroweak 
symmetry breaking?

Close to unity - Why? 

Why is the top so heavy?

𝑡  𝑡𝐻 production can test Higgs properties
and give direct access to top-Higgs coupling
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Review of ttH Measurements in Run1

Run1

ATLAS: the combined observed significance is 2.33σ, 
1.53σ is expected with 20.3 fb-1(8TeV)

(CERN-EP-2016-058, JHEP 1605 (2016) 160 )

CMS: the combined observed significance of 2σ with
5.1 fb-1(7TeV) and 19.7 fb-1(8TeV)

(CMS-HIG-13-029, JHEP 1409 (2014) 087)

The combined observed significance is 4.4σ, 2.0σ is expected
(CERN-EP-2016-100, JHEP 1608 (2016) 045)

7TeV: 5fb-1

8TeV: 20fb−1
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Overview of ttH Measurements in Run2

Run2

The higher energy and Lumi give us good chance to 
search for the ttH production in Run2 

The background is also increased and need to be 
estimated carefully

A factor of 4 in 13 TeV

Cross Section (pb) of ttH

8   TeV 0.13

13 TeV 0.5085

Run2 (2015 - now)Run1
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ttH Analyses at ATLAS

Multilepton channel has clean final state
&&

Irreducible background (ttW and ttZ ) can be 
checked in corresponding control regions

Detailed definition for each channel is in backup
(ATLAS-CONF-2016-068)
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3l Analysis Overview

3l lepton channel mainly targets 
H->WW* 

 Fakes (reducible, mainly the fakes from 
ttbar+jets) are dominant background

 ttW, ttZ (irreducible) background are estimated 
with MC

3l H-> WW* final state

*l0 (with opposite sign charge)    *l1 and l2(with same sign charge)
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Background Estimation 
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Irreducible Background

Irreducible background:
• ttV (ttW and ttZ) is estimated with MC

 Both modelling have been checked in the control region
 The purity in the corresponding control regions is good 

• Diboson is estimated with MC as well and modelling is good
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Fake Estimation in 3l

Fake factor is employed to estimate the fake leptons in 3l
Assumption on lep0 : 
Most lep0 (with opposite charge) are prompt and checked by MC 
Advantages: 
Only need to apply the non-prompt estimate to lepton 1 and 2
The fake factor is defined as the ratio between the number of same-sign events 
with tight leptons only and events with one anti-tight lepton. 

Fake leptons in 3l
Major source: 
leptons within jets, from heavy hadrons 

Partially removed  by:
Isolation or overlap removal requirements
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Fake Estimation in 3l

Closure test is performed in a low jet region of 3l
Predictions of fakes in 3l channel (2-3 jets, 1b) compared to observed numbers
Generally, the closure is about 20% and are compatible within the uncertainty

Yields (pre-fit) in signal region for all channels
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Results
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Multilepton Channel
Post-fit  

Simultaneous fit in 6 channel bins

Pre-fit

Measured signal strength

The best-fit result of the µ is 2.5±0.7 (stat.) +1.1 
-0.9 (syst.),

is consistent with the Standard Model expectation with 
13.2fb -1 (ATLAS-CONF-2016-058)

Systematic uncertainty is dominated by uncertainties from 
non-prompt backgrounds estimates in the 2l, 3l
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Latest Combined Results

ttH signal strength and upper limits

Measured significance of ttH production
Combined ATLAS ttH results with 13.2 fb -1

The best fit value of the signal strength is 
1.8 ± 0.7, which corresponds to 2.8 (1.8) σ
observed (expected) significance

(ATLAS-CONF-2016-068)
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Conclusions

 Promising Run1 combined results in the search of ttH production

 Analysis strategy works well with Run2 dataset (13.2 fb-1, 13 TeV)
 ttV modelling is checked by MC 

 Fake leptons are estimated with data-driven method (fake factor)

 Results show improvements and are compatible with Run1 results
 Run2(13.2fb−1): the combined observed significance is 2.8σ,     1.8σ is expected
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Backup
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MC list and Overlap Removal 
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Definition of Lepton and VR
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Uncertainties’source on 3l fakes estimation
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Summary of the effects of the systematic uncertainties on µ 
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Plots in Signal Region
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Expected Yields Table and Upper Limits
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NPs
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Upper limits on the ttH signal strength for the individual analyses 


